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This man left behind him      

historical and physical                      

clues about his existence

The body of a man           

strangely vanished                          

2000 years ago

This is one of                        

the greatest enigmas             

of our time



Description

Body aspect

- a man weighing between 169 and 176 pounds

- measuring between 5'8" and 5'9"

- 30 to 35 years old

- a Semitic man from Antiquity
(pre-medieval) times

- there is a crown of thorns on his head

- the body has been flogged

- he carried a wooden beam

- he was crucified

- his legs were not broken

- he was stabbed in the heart post mortem



Physical pieces of evidence

Historical pieces of evidence

- a large linen cloth

- measuring 8 x 2 cubits
(Jewish dimensions from Antiquity)

- made using an archaic weaving technique

- an unexplained body imprint

- two Roman coins on the eyes

- Palestinian pollen on the cloth

- Earth particles from Jerusalem 
found under footprints

- a Roman crucifixion
- an unwashed corpse
- a Jewish burial
(according to procedures from Antiquity)

- a corpse buried for less than 3 days



Historical observations

Scientific observations

- body imprint in conformity with the Scriptures

- similarities with Byzantine iconography

- Mediterranean travel
shown by pollen found on the cloth

- a body imprint made from slight burns

- torture confirmed by morbid anatomy

- AB group human blood

- a « photographic » image

- a three-dimensional body imprint

- corpse removed without twisting

- disputable Carbon-14 dating

- some traces of written words

- similarities to a separate tunic



Our Slide Show Program                          

through 7 steps of investigation         

attempts to establish :

- the identity of this Man

- his place in history

- what happened to him

- the message he left us

- the secrets surrounding his disappearance

- the available pieces of evidence

- scientific explanations



Our 7 steps of investigation     

rely on

- historical pieces of evidence 

- physical pieces of evidence

- scientific data

but mainly on

- a mysterious and strange object 

discovered a long time ago
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SHROUD OF TURIN
The Mystery Unveiled

Install on your PC computer

this great investigation

on the Mandylion and the Shroud of Turin

Discover hundreds of large format images

and the full story of this extraordinary enigma.

To download the full investigation
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